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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which commands can be used to create device files? Select TWO.
A. mksf
B. fsadm
C. devstart
D. mkdevice
E. insf
Answer: A,E
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/using-networ
k-security.html#default- security-group A default security
group is named default, and it has an ID assigned by AWS. The
following are the initial settings for each default security
group:
Allow inbound traffic only from other instances associated with
the default security group Allow all outbound traffic from the
instance The default security group specifies itself as a
source security group in its inbound rules. This is what allows
instances associated with the default security group to
communicate with other instances associated with the default
security group.
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NEW QUESTION: 4
Previous Work Experience is defined in which zone of the
Succession Data Model? &lt;__________&gt;
A. custom-filters
B. background-element
C. standard-element
D. view-template
Answer: B
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